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Stata tip 122: Variable bar widths in two-way

graphs

Ben Jann
University of Bern
Bern, Switzerland
jann@soz.unibe.ch

Two-way bar charts in Stata use a fixed bar width as specified by option barwidth()

(see [G-2] graph twoway bar). Some types of plots found in the literature, however,
require variable bar widths. One example is equal probability histograms in which the
bar widths are adjusted so that each bar covers the same area; see the eqprhistogram
command by Cox (1999a). Another example is spine plots for two-way categorical data
as implemented in spineplot (Cox 2008, 2014).

In this tip, I highlight the bartype(spanning) option of the twoway bar command,
an undocumented feature that can be used to produce bars of different widths. In
fact, eqprhistogram and spineplot are based on this functionality. Consider a plot of
income or wealth shares by population percentiles, as is sometimes used in inequality
research.1 Such a plot could be produced as follows:

. sysuse nlsw88
(NLSW, 1988 extract)

. sort wage

. generate cumwage = sum(wage)

. replace cumwage = cumwage/cumwage[_N]
(2246 real changes made)

. _pctile cumwage, percentiles(20 40 60 70 80 90 95 97 99)

. return list

scalars:
r(r1) = .0803691893815994
r(r2) = .2007369846105576
r(r3) = .3634746670722961
r(r4) = .4661617577075958
r(r5) = .5882071852684021
r(r6) = .7350806593894958
r(r7) = .8268628716468811
r(r8) = .8735467791557312
r(r9) = .9496700167655945

1. For an amazing example, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slTF XXoKAQ. The percentile
share plot is a binned and rescaled version of the quantile plot (see [R] diagnostic plots and Cox
[1999b]). In inequality research, the quantile plot is also known as Pen’s “Parade of Dwarfs (and a
few Giants)” (Pen 1971, 48–59).

c© 2015 StataCorp LP gr0063
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. matrix S = ( 0, (r(r1) - 0 ) / ( 20 - 0 ) * 100)
> \ ( 20, (r(r2) - r(r1)) / ( 40 - 20) * 100)
> \ ( 40, (r(r3) - r(r2)) / ( 60 - 40) * 100)
> \ ( 60, (r(r4) - r(r3)) / ( 70 - 60) * 100)
> \ ( 70, (r(r5) - r(r4)) / ( 80 - 70) * 100)
> \ ( 80, (r(r6) - r(r5)) / ( 90 - 80) * 100)
> \ ( 90, (r(r7) - r(r6)) / ( 95 - 90) * 100)
> \ ( 95, (r(r8) - r(r7)) / ( 97 - 95) * 100)
> \ ( 97, (r(r9) - r(r8)) / ( 99 - 97) * 100)
> \ ( 99, ( 1 - r(r9)) / (100 - 99) * 100)
> \ (100, .)

. matrix list S

S[11,2]
c1 c2

r1 0 .40184595
r2 20 .60183898
r3 40 .81368841
r4 60 1.0268709
r5 70 1.2204543
r6 80 1.4687347
r7 90 1.8356442
r8 95 2.3341954
r9 97 3.8061619

r10 99 5.0329983
r11 100 .

. svmat S

. twoway bar S2 S1, bartype(spanning)
> yline(1) xtitle(Percentile) ytitle(Income share)
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First, the running sum of ordered wages is computed and divided by the wage total.
Second, pctile is used to compute a series of percentiles from the cumulated wages
(see [D] pctile). Results are collected in a matrix, where income shares are computed
as differences between consecutive percentiles and normalized by the population share.
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Third, svmat (see [P] matrix mkmat) is used to store the matrix columns as variables,
and twoway bar is applied with the bartype(spanning) option to create the graph.
Variable S1 (the first column in the matrix) specifies the lower bounds of the bars on
the x axis, and variable S2 (the second column) specifies the heights of the bars. The
width of a bar is determined by bartype(spanning) such that it spans the x axis to
the lower bound of the next bar. An extra row in the matrix is needed to provide the
upper bound for the last (rightmost) bar.

Such a plot provides a very intuitive view on the wage distribution. Suppose you
have 100 dollars to distribute among 100 people. The people are lined up along the x
axis in ascending order of their shares, which are depicted by the heights of the bars.
If the distribution is equal, each person gets 1 dollar (horizontal line). For the data
at hand, however, we see that there is inequality. For example, the person with the
largest share gets 5 dollars, and the 20 people with the lowest shares get only about
40 cents on average. The area of a bar reflects the fraction of total wages received by
the corresponding group. For example, the bottom 20% of people receive 0.4×20 = 8%
of the sum of wages.
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